
INTRODUCING STORNEXT 7  
ON THE QUANTUM H4000 SERIES
Need to Harness the File System Trusted by Content Creators?

Now, it’s easier than ever to ingest, manage, collaborate, and deliver work faster and take 
advantage of the power of StorNext® 7. The latest version of the world’s leading file system is now 
available on a new platform that is easily deployed on set, at the edge, and in remote locations.

ABOUT STORNEXT 7
The software-defined architecture of StorNext 7 is a major step forward, enabling public and hybrid cloud deployments 
in more places than ever. With sophisticated storage pooling options, a unified interface for easy administration, and a 
simple, pay-as-you-go subscription and support model, your shared workflow goes everywhere you need it.

StorNext 7 File System Pools
StorNext 7 introduces File System Pools that allow you to define pools of storage that fit your workflow or 
performance needs across different storage types, and highly optimized for NVMe. Administrators can create 
policies or jobs to shift files automatically and on the fly seamlessly between the pools by file type or by date.

StorNext File System 
Pools allow you to adopt 
cutting-edge NVMe storage 
to break through your 
performance bottlenecks, 
and accelerate your 
production workflow.

Simplified User Interface
The dramatically simplified and unified interface 
in StorNext 7 allows you to manage more of your 
StorNext environment in one place for maximum 
productivity. Now, you can manage H-Series 
storage systems directly from the StorNext 7 
user interface, and performance charting and 
graphing capabilities with numerous reporting 
and export options.

All-Inclusive Subscription-Based Licensing Model
Quantum made it simpler to own and use all of StorNext’s powerful features and capabilities with its latest release, 
StorNext 7. Separate and distinct licenses for clients and features are now replaced by a simple, capacity-based, 
dollar-per-terabyte-per-year subscription model that includes all features and clients for the file system.
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HIGH-THROUGHPUT, LOW-LATENCY WORKLOADS
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1. Define pools
2. Create policies
3. Automate movement

https://quantum.gallery.video/portal2/detail/videos/quantum-stornext-features/video/6189240325001/stornext-architecture:-file-system-pools?autoStart=true&utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02354


Quantum technology and services help customers capture, create, and share digital content—and preserve and protect it for decades at the lowest 
cost. Quantum’s platforms provide the fastest performance for high-resolution video, images, and industrial IoT, with solutions built for every stage 
of the data lifecycle, from high-performance ingest to real-time collaboration and analysis and low-cost archiving. Every day the world’s leading 
entertainment companies, sports franchises, research scientists, government agencies, enterprises, and cloud providers are making the world 
happier, safer, and smarter on Quantum. See how at www.quantum.com.
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ABOUT THE QUANTUM H4000 SERIES
The Quantum H4000 Series is a line of compact high-performance storage appliances for hosting the 
StorNext 7 File System. It leverages the latest StorNext 7 software-defined architecture, which dramatically 
simplifies the StorNext user experience and enables easier and more flexible deployment options.

In this new software-defined architecture, StorNext 7 file services, data services, and block services run 
virtually on a single platform. StorNext 7 has been virtualized, and significant architectural components such 
as the management layer and APIs, have been containerized in a Docker environment.

POWERFUL HARDWARE DELIVERS BEST PERFORMANCE AND VALUE
By pairing this software-defined architecture with powerful computing architecture standards like PCIe 4, an entire 
StorNext environment can be consolidated into a very small footprint, simplifying management and administration.
The H4000 Series is available in two server form factors, a 2U12 and 2U24 that support different SSD and HDD 
storage types, and the H4000 Series can be scaled up using optional JBODs.

NOW IS THE TIME TO REFRESH
With the new capabilities in StorNext 7, a dramatically simpler user experience, and a more efficient platform with the 
Quantum H4000, there has never been a better time to refresh your shared storage environment. Use StorNext 7 to 
take your remote workloads to the edge, to the set, or to any remote location—where high-speed ingest, processing, 
and data management are critical.

Refresh your workflow with StorNext 7 today.  
See more or request a demo at: www.quantum.com/StorNext.
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